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HOW  TO  END  BEAT  

BLOCK  FOREVER !

- beat block is responsible for the death of 

producer careers around the world 

 

- it's a silent killer that no one realizes 

dangerous it is 

 

- conquering beat block is a major step towards 

producer success 

 

Production is all Mental 

 

- producers must to keep 1000% confidence in 

their music at all time 

 

- being able to generate new ideas effortlessly 

is a learned skill 

 

- you can get better at pulling ideas out of the 

universe by putting in the time 

- since confidence is key, 

 

it's also important to NOT get down if u have 

beat block 

 

 

Why Beat Block Is 
So Important!
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- talk a quick walk around the block 

 

- hit 10 pushups 

 

- do 10 jumping jacks 

 

- read a few pages in a book 

 

- watch a tutorial 

 

- write down a list of goals or to-do's 

- pray 

- starting thinking about what you're grateful for 

- eat something healthy 

 

- drink a phat ass glass of water 

 

- text a few of your friends at the same time and 

ask them for ideas 

 

- think of a couple movies... 

 

what type of beat does it inspire you to make? 

 

- think of a couple artists, and if they asked you for 

a beat, what would you make? 

 

 

Rapid Fire Creative 
Outlets and Ways To 

Cure Beat Block
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- the point in all this is to get the brain 

going 

- getting the brain revved up and opened is 

key 

- your beats need to have energy....and 

life... 

- they can't be dull or boring....they need to 

be exciting.... 

- there are certain ways to orchestrate 

that if that's not who you are as a person 

Here's a quick formula.... 

- Lay Down a 4 bar melody line 

- Modify bar 2 and bar 4 

- lay down the drums 

- go to the hi-hat 

- modify hi-hat bar 2 and bar 4 

Do this over and over again.... focus on the 

2 and the 4. 

The Brain And 
Inspiration 
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Make the 2 and the 4 different.  Alter 

them. 

That's the key to dynamic music. 

That's also the key to knowing what to

modify, even if you have beat block. 

Beat Block will be less and less of a 

problem, the more and more weapons you 

have to use in your production. 

If you have plenty of drum kits, and plenty 

of sounds to choose from, it will be easier. 

However, you have to use what's in front 

of you. 

The dopest music has emerged from the 

most limitation. 

The Key To Variation
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Limitation forces you to innovate with 

what you have. 

That's when the real break throughs occur. 

So even if you don't have that much, be 

thankful. 

Not on no corny shit....really be thankful 

you got the mind to innovate and produce 

something unlike anything 

we've seen before...ever... that's "hot". 

And to think u can make 1 hit and have 

your life changed forever, is very unlikely, 

yet it's possible. 

I say it's unlikely with power.... meaning, 

you can have dope beats and be 

unknown... 

as long as you have your marketing 

together, you will still eat.... 

Limitation forces 
you to innovate
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even if people haven't heard of you... 

you can still have your audience... 

what does "beat block" have to do with 

marketing? 

a lot! 

know why? 

it's because when you learn how to market 

yourself and you attract an audience that 

likes you for YOU, 

then you'll be able to produce whatever 

you are feeling at that moment, and it will 

be received and embraced by your "true 

fans".... 

there's a difference between true fans 

and casual listeners.... 

Focusing On Your Fans is 
The Answer
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a casual listener will love you when you're 

hot....and when you music that is

competitive and highly appealing to the 

masses... 

however, a true fan will love all of your 

album fillers, wack beats, and whatever 

you come with, cause they like you for 

you...... 

when that happens, beat block gets 

easier, cause you don't feel as much 

pressure to deliver... 

knowing whatever you do will be loved..... 

Be sure to learn and invest in yourself. 

The more you learn, the more you earn. 

So if you get a lot of knowledge and game 

in ya, Beat Block will be a thing of the past. 

fuck the Coco, i'm in love with the Books! 

Cras 

U can Always Win
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If any of this made sense... 

Make sure you continue to improve and 

learn and invest in yourself and your 

knowledge... 

I have a few other online courses with 

many more in the works that help you to 

cover most areas of your life where you 

may falter... 

i've been there...  

in many ways i'm still there..... 

and if this is helpful to you... 

then it's all worth it and my mission is 

validated.... 

i hope you get value out of this and i hope 

you've gotten value..... 

if not ...i'm always lookin for feedback and 

ideas as well for new content... 

hit me... 

until next time....

More u Learn 
More u Earn


